Recycled Beauty for your Home

About EcoSea Tile
EcoSeaTile, as our name implies, began operations as a tile company in 2008, manufacturing
unique handmade tiles from waste shells. Seeking to build on our experience with tiles, we created our
line of SeaCoasters. Over the next several years we added a number of new gift and home accent
products. Along the way, we have also expanded our pallet of recycled materials to include additional
types of shells as well as various types of scrap metal. We’ve been amazed at the beauty we’ve found
in very commonplace waste materials. With our commitment to innovation, sustainability and
quality, the results have been remarkable. EcoSeaTile products now include gift items such as coasters,
wine stoppers, travel mugs, card holders, paperweights and magnets. Home accents include switch
covers, drawer knobs, towel racks, picture frames and Christmas ornaments. We offer a stunning
range of looks and now use 17 distinct recycled materials and that number is growing all the time.
We truly are committed to creating recycled beauty for your home.

Materials
Pacific Mussel

Golden Abalone

Wine Stoppers
Just by picking up one of our wine stoppers you
can feel the quality and hand finishing that created
this product. Our wine stoppers are a wonderful
hostess gift or the perfect present for “the guy
who has everything.” Silicone gaskets and thick
chrome plating over zinc alloy provides a rugged
piece that can easily be cleaned and will provide
many years of enjoyment. We also offer a simple
Lucite display stand which holds up to 6 wine
stoppers. These exquisitely proportioned stoppers
are 4 ¼” in length with a head diameter of
approximately 1 ½” and weigh nearly 4oz.
Wine Stoppers are available in green abalone,
golden abalone, mussel/blue abalone, lobster,
mussel/lobster, oyster, mother-of-pearl, aluminum,
copper and brass.

Mussel

Lobster

Oyster

Scallop

Green Abalone

Mother-of-Pearl

Clam

Mussel/Lobster

Mussel/Gr Abalone

Mussel/MOP

Aluminum

Copper

Brass

Titanium

Mussel/Blue Abalone

Retail Price: $24
Display Stand: $20

Wine Stopper Display Stand

SeaCoasters

Capturing the natural beauty of shells as well as the luminescence of metal cuttings, these
materials are set by hand in a clear, resilient epoxy resin to create our 4x4 coasters. A thick cork
backing is added to keep table surfaces safe. Large shell and metal fragments produce a remarkable
sense of depth in the coasters and create a stunning look for your home or office.
Coasters are available in all 17 materials. Coasters are packaged in sets of 4 and come in recloseable
transparent boxes.
Retail Price: $30

Customized Coasters
Coaster Sets

EcoSeaTile offers coasters in sets of 4. A set can
be all the same kind or one of our collections:
Atlantic Collection

Mussel, Oyster, Lobster, Scallop
Pacific Collection

EcoMetallic Collection
EcoSeaTile can create customized coasters with
images, text and even small objects. We can also
customize picture frames. Contact us directly to
discuss your particular requirements.

Mussel/Blue Abalone, Clam,
Mother-of-Pearl, Mussel/Mother-of-Pearl

Aluminum, Copper, Brass, Titanium

Travel Mugs

Drawer Knobs

The most frequently requested new product from
our existing customers has long been a travel
mug. After examining a number of potential
designs, we finally found a mug that was up to
our standards containing a stainless steel inner
sleeve and a clear tough plastic outer case with
a pressure-fit no leak top that will stand up to
rigors of daily travel. We are truly delighted with
the results and we know you will be too.

EcoSeaTile drawer knobs present a great finishing touch for
your new cabinets or a great way to spruce up existing cabinets. Our drawer pulls also provide an easy way to extend
a shell motif from a tile installation or a simple way to add
stunning accents to existing kitchen, bathroom or other
cabinets. The knobs are approximately 1 ½” in diameter
and 1” high.

Travel mugs are available in mussel, lobster and a
mussel/lobster combination.
				Retail Price: $16

Card Holders

We are constantly on the lookout for interesting, unique designs
that can showcase the natural beauty of our materials. The two
cardholder designs that we are introducing originated in Australia
and Viet Nam. Of course these are 100% made in the USA at our
workshop in Kennebunk, Maine. These unique designs are a
wonderful addition to your desk or counter and make a perfect gift
for that hard to please guy. These card holders are also are great for
displaying post cards and small format prints. The two designs include a
1-piece clamshell format and a 3-piece rolling cylinder format.
Card holders are available in mussel, lobster, mussel/lobster, mussel/blue abalone, mother of pearl,
aluminum and brass.

Retail Price:
1-Piece
$24
3-Piece
$30

Drawer knobs are available in our complete array of shell
scrap metal combinations.
Retail Price: $12

Paperweights
Truth be told, if simple economics were the deciding factor we probably
wouldn’t even offer our paperweights, as the material costs for us are
fairly high. But, to be consistent with our philosophy we had to find
a way to make use of the waste epoxy resulting from the process of
dipping our wine stoppers and drawer pulls to achieve their glass-like
finish. As a result, we created our paperweights to utilize the epoxy left
over from our dipping process. Both heart and dome paperweights are
available on a limited basis.

Ornaments
Heart Paperweight

Ornaments are available in mussel, lobster, mussel/lobster,
mussel/blue abalone and clam.

Paperweights are available in mussel, lobster, mussel/lobster, mussel/
abalone, mother-of-pearl and oyster.
Retail Prices:
			

Heart - $15
Dome - $17

The newest addition to our product family, our Christmas
ornaments have a glass exterior with either shells or metal
fragments affixed to the interior of a glass ball that
is approximately 2 ½” in diameter. Although primarily
opaque, they will let some light through for a dazzling
effect on your Christmas Tree.

Retail Price: $14

Dome Paperweight

Switch &
EcoSeaTile’s switch and outlet covers can quickly and economically provide unique accents to any
room and with a wide range of colors, and will complement virtually any home décor style or color
pallet. Our covers are available as single, double and triple toggle switch covers and as a double outlet cover. EcoSeaTile’s switch and outlet covers are available in our complete array of combinations
including mussel, lobster, scallop, oyster, clam, mussel/lobster, abalone, mussel/abalone, mother-ofpearl, mussel/mother-of-pearl, aluminum, copper, brass and titanium.

Outlet Covers
Retail Prices:
Single - $16
Double - $19
Triple - $22
Outlet - $16
GFI - $16

Magnets

Taking a page out of our “coaster playbook” we have
created a beautiful collection of refrigerator magnets
using our 2x2 tiles with a powerful magnet attached
to the back. Magnets can be purchased individually or as packaged sets including our Atlantic
Collection (mussel, lobster, scallop, oyster), Pacific
Collection (abalone, mother-of-pearl, a mussel/abalone, mussel/mother-of-pearl), and EcoMetallic
Collectiom (aluminum, copper, brass, titanium).
Individual magnets are available in mussel, lobster,
scallop, oyster, mussel/lobster, abalone, mussel/abalone, mother-of-pearl, mussel/mother-of-pearl,
aluminum, copper, brass, and titanium.

Retail Price (bulk):
$5 (each)
Retail Price (Set of 4): $20

Frames & Mirrors

This is another one of those ideas that our customers have been clamoring for. Like our other products,
our picture frames display a glossy finish and a depth which really emphasizes the natural beauty of the
materials used. The frame backs and glass are also manufactured in the USA and allow for both
portrait and landscape display.
Picture frames are available in mussel, lobster, mussel/lobster, oyster, scallop, mussel/blue abalone,
clam, mother-of-pearl, aluminum, brass and copper.
Retail Price Frames~ 4x6 - $24
		
Mirrors~ 4x6 - $26

5x7 - $27
5x7 - $29

Contact & Ordering
Information
EcoSea Tile, LLC
P.O. Box 574
Mount Desert, ME 04660
Phone: (207) 244-4466
Fax: (888) 315-7345
Email: info@ecoseatile.com
Or visit us on the web at EcoSeaTile.com

Shop owners, designers and resellers,
please call us for wholesale pricing.

